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Abstract. In this paper we present some implementation details of
a programming model – pCoR – that combines primitives to launch
remote processes and threads with communication over Myrinet. Basi-
cally, we present the efforts we have made to achieve high performance
communication among threads of parallel/distributed applications. The
expected advantages of multiple threads launched across a low latency
cluster of SMP workstations are emphasized with a graphical application
that manages huge maps consisting of several JPEG images.

1 Introduction

Cluster computing is a new concept that is emerging with the new advances
in communication technologies; several affordable heterogeneous computers may
be interconnected through high performance links like Myrinet.

Using these new computing platforms several complex problems, which in
the past have required expensive mainframes, may now be solved using low
cost equipment. Particularly, we are interested in providing cluster solutions
for informational problems that require a combination of massive storage and
moderate computing power.

1.1 Resource Oriented Computing – CoR

The CoR computing model has been primarily motivated by the need of cre-
ating a parallel computer environment to support the design and evaluation of
applications conforming to the MC2 (Cellular Computation Model) [17].

A full specification of CoR and an initial prototype – pCoR – were presented
in [14] and [18]. CoR paradigm extends the process abstraction to achieve struc-
tured fine-grained computing using a combination of message passing, shared
memory and POSIX threads. Specification, coordination and execution of appli-
cations lie on the definition of a variety of physical and logical resources, such
as domains, tasks, data, ports, synchronizers, barriers, topologies, etc.
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First attempts to introduce high performance communication into CoR, ex-
ploiting Myrinet, were presented in [1]. Preliminary results and validation were
obtained with the development of a distributed hash system [19] and a global file
system to exploit a local Myrinet cluster particularly for information retrieval.

1.2 Multithreading and Message Passing

Multithreading and message passing are two fundamental low-level approaches
to express parallelism in programs. The first approach proved to be convenient
in SMP workstations and the latter is widely used to program applications that
distribute computations across networked machines.

Considering that most clusters are built from multiprocessor machines, there
is a strong motivation to use a hybrid approach, combining multithreading,
shared memory and message passing. This is not an easy task because message-
passing primitives of most communication libraries are not thread safe. For in-
stance, the device driver to interface Myrinet and the set of primitives provided
by Myricom are not thread safe. However, we do believe that programmers could
benefit from hybrid approaches because some applications can be easily struc-
tured as a set of concurrent/parallel tasks. That was the major motivation that
led us to the investigation of a scalable communication strategy to support mas-
sive multithreaded applications in a cluster environment.

2 Background

Last decade many projects aimed to exploit the full computing power of networks
of SMP workstations. In what follows we briefly present some key ideas that
influenced nowadays cluster computing.

2.1 Distributed Multithreaded Programming

To run a distributed multithreaded program it is necessary to have a runtime
system and a set of primitives to interface it1. Those primitives and their func-
tionality highly influence the way programmers structure distributed applica-
tions.

MPI [21] programmers structure their applications according to the SPMD
model and they are familiar with processor-to-processor message passing.
PVM [10] permits some high level abstractions by introducing the notion of task.
Communication takes place between tasks. The runtime system maps tasks to
hosts.

Other platforms like TPVM [8], LPVM [23], a modified version of P4 [7],
Chant [12] and Athapascan-0 [6] allow the creation of multiple threads. Commu-
nication occurs between threads using thread identifiers and send/receive primi-
tives. Athapascan adds the concept of ports and requests: ports are independent
1 Some distributed programming environments also include specific compilers.
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from threads and so any thread can receive a message sent to a particular port;
requests are used to test termination of asynchronous communication.

Panda [4], PM2 [16] and Nexus [9] also include thread support but they
manage communication in a different manner; messages are delivered executing
handlers previously registered by the user. This way programs are not forced to
explicitly receive messages (via blocking or nonblocking primitives). These run-
time systems are also able to automatically launch threads to execute handlers.

Remote service requests are another paradigm for remote execution and data
exchange that some platforms do support. RPCs are asynchronous and match
perfectly the communication paradigm of Panda, PM2 and Nexus, which obvi-
ously support this facility. Chant and Athapascan also implement RPCs.

Nexus provides an extra abstraction - the context - used to group a set of
threads, which is an important concept for structuring applications. A context
is mapped to a single node.

For thread support two different approaches may be used: developing a thread
library or selecting an existent one. Panda and PM2 developed specific thread
libraries in order to integrate communication and multithreading in a more
efficient way. Chant manipulates the scheduler of existing thread packages
(pthreads, cthreads, etc) to take message polling into account when schedul-
ing ready threads. Cilk [5], which provides an abstraction to threads in explicit
continuation-passing style, includes a work-stealing scheduler.

2.2 Efficient Message Handling

Using recent communication hardware, it is possible to send a message from
one host to another in a few microseconds while throughput between hosts can
achieve hundreds of Mbytes2.

However, operating systems usually take advantage of internal buffers and
complex scheduling techniques to deliver data to user level programs. For that
reason low-level communication libraries have been developed to directly inter-
face the hardware. GM [15], BIP [11] and LFC [2] are communication libraries
that take full advantage from Myrinet technology, by means of zero-copy com-
munication.

On the other hand, distributed applications manipulate complex entities and
use several threads/processes of control. Messages incoming to a specific host
must be redirected to the right end-point and so context-switching overheads
may decrease performance. Active messages [22] are a well-known mechanism to
eliminate extra overheads on message handling. Upcalls and popup threads are
two techniques to execute message handlers [3] used in Panda.

The choice between polling or interrupts for message reception [13] may also
have significant impact on program performance. LFC uses both mechanisms,
switching from one to another according to the system status.
2 Myrinet latency is less then 10µs and one-way throughput is near 250MB/s.
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2.3 pCoR Approach

pCoR aims to efficiently combine existent POSIX threads implementations (ker-
nel Linux Threads, for example) and low-level communication facilities provided
by hardware vendors (GM, for example). The goal is to provide a platform suit-
able for the development and execution of complex applications but we do not
intend to directly support threads or to develop specific communication drivers.

Using Linux Threads we can take full advantage of multiprocessor systems
and ensure compatibility with existent sequential routines. By implementing tra-
ditional send/receive primitives over a well-supported low-level communication
facility as GM we guarantee performance and extendibility.

3 Thread-to-Thread Communication

pCoR runtime system distinguishes between inter and intra-node communica-
tion. Intra-node communication may occur between threads sharing the same
address space (intra-process communication) or between threads from different
processes (inter-process communication).

To manage communication, pCoR runtime system must be aware of thread
location in order to select the most efficient mechanism for data sending. As
a consequence the communication subsystem must be perfectly integrated on
pCoR runtime system. It would be particularly difficult to use an existent thread-
to-thread communication facility in an efficient manner because it would be
necessary to integrate it with pCoR naming service.

At present we support two ports: UDP (for Ethernet devices) and GM (for
Myrinet hardware).

3.1 Communication Channels

The development of a communication library to overcome pCoR communication
needs must address two main issues:

1. identification – global process and thread identifiers, provided by pCoR re-
source manager, must be combined to produce unique identifiers to assign
to communication end-points;

2. port virtualisation – low-level communication libraries to interface network
adapters provide port abstractions to identify receivers and senders, but
those abstractions are limited in number (GM library, for instance, only
supports up to 8 ports).

In pCoR, identification is handled by a distributed service running on every
process belonging to the same application. Basically, this is a directory service
responsible to map pCoR identifiers into low-level identifiers used to route data
at network interface level. To route information between components of the
directory service, pCoR uses alternative communication facilities over TCP/IP.
The impact of that solution is minimized through the use of local caches.

Port virtualisation will be explained in section 4.
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3.2 Low-Level Interface

Communication between pCoR remote entities is implemented through a few
primitives that use GM facilities to send and receive data. Although CoR speci-
fies high-level abstractions to interconnect computing resources, it is possible to
use these primitives to transmit and receive data in pCoR applications.

Senders must specify the destination using a pair <pCoR process id, pCoR
thread id>, a tag and the address of the data to be sent. Data can be copied
from its original address or it can be directly delivered to the GM library if it
resides on a DMAble memory block. The reciprocal is valid for receivers.

Because both send and receive primitives are asynchronous, a test commu-
nication primitive with two modes – blocking or non-blocking – is provided.

int hndl = sendCopy(int trgt_pid, int trgt_thid, int tag, void *data,

int size)

sendDMA(...)

int hndl = recvCopy(int src_pid, int src_pid, int tag, void *data,

int size, int *apid, int *athid, int *atag, int *asize)

recvDMA(..., void **data, ...)

int status = testHandle(int handle, int mode)

4 Message Dispatching

Port virtualisation introduces the need to create a dispatching mechanism to
handle messages from/to an arbitrary number of entities. Our approach uses
a dispatcher thread per port to make possible several threads to share the same
communication facility.

4.1 Dispatcher Thread

Send and receive primitives, executed by concurrent/parallel threads, interact
with the dispatcher thread through queues. The send primitive enqueues mes-
sages for future dispatch whereas the receive primitive dequeues messages if
any is available. Synchronous operation is supported through thread blocking
mechanisms. Figure 1 shows the main aspects of message dispatching.

The dispatcher thread detects message arrival, via GM, using polling or
blocking primitives. Every new message arriving to a port is enqueued in the
receive queue and blocked threads (waiting for specific messages) are awak-
ened. Whenever pending messages are detected in the send queue, the dispatcher
thread initiates their transmission via GM.

Since we provide two approaches3 to interface GM – polling and blocking
primitives – the dispatcher operates in one of two modes: non-blocking or block-
ing.
3 Currently available as compile options.
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Fig. 1. Message dispatching mechanism

The non-blocking dispatcher uses a sole thread to execute an infinite loop
sending and receiving messages. After polling the GM port for events4 the dis-
patcher tries to find messages to transmit.

The blocking dispatcher must overcome a basic problem: if pCoR blocks itself
waiting for message arrival, it will be impossible to send out any messages until
a network event occurs because GM primitives are not thread safe. Experience
proved that if a thread is blocked (after calling a GM blocking primitive) it is
possible for another thread to send out messages if we use an additional GM
port. Thus the blocking dispatcher uses two threads and two ports – one to
receive and another to send messages. A thread waits for messages (from other
nodes) issuing a GM blocking primitive while the other blocks itself waiting for
messages to be sent to other nodes.

4.2 Segmentation and Retransmission

To transmit messages over GM, it is necessary to copy data into DMAble mem-
ory blocks5. pCoR supports the transmission of arbitrary size messages, i.e.,
the communication layer must allocate DMAble arbitrary size buffers. Because
processes cannot register all their memory as DMAble, we use buffers up to
64kbytes requested on library start-up. This means that long messages must be
segmented.

Segmentation involves reassembling message fragments at destination and
it implies that sequence numbering to identify fragments belonging to the same
message is needed. Sequence numbers are managed by the interface developed to
4 GM events signal network activity (message arrival, acknowledgment, etc).
5 Program data stored in DMAble memory is transmitted as a zero copy message.
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manage the queues used by the dispatcher. Every fragment is handled as a simple
message by the dispatcher; dequeue and enqueue operations are responsible for
fragmentation and reassembling.

Message sequencing is used to overcome another problem: fragment/message
retransmission. Although GM guarantees the correct delivery of messages, the
lack of resources at destination may not permit reception at a specific time. In
those cases it is necessary to retry transmission after a certain period of time.

4.3 Multiple Routes and Message Forwarding

Cluster nodes may have installed multiple network interfaces from different ven-
dors6. It is also possible that not all nodes from a cluster share a common
communication technology. Even clusters on different locations may be inter-
connected using Internet protocols.

For those scenarios, it is desirable to allow computing entities to select at run-
time the appropriate communication protocol and to provide forwarding capabil-
ities to overcome cluster partitions (Madeleine [20] addresses these topics). It is
also important to provide mechanisms to choose the better location for comput-
ing threads according to host-to-host link capabilities. For instance, for a cluster
fully connected with Fast Ethernet but having part of the nodes connected with
Myrinet, it would be desirable to have the runtime system responsible to start
on Myrinet nodes those threads with higher communication demands.

pCoR uses a straightforward mechanism to provide multiple routes on het-
erogeneous clusters. At start-up each node registers its communication ports and
builds a simple routing table containing information about protocols and gate-
ways available to reach each remote node. As pCoR allows to dynamically add
nodes to an application, the runtime system rebuilds the routing table at each
node every time a start-up event is received.

Message forwarding is accomplished by the dispatcher thread. pCoR message
headers include the final destination (process id) of the message along with the
information pointed out in figure 2.

5 Data Structures

Message dispatching requires appropriate data structures to guarantee low-
latency reception and sending. The pCoR communication layer architecture uses
two main queues per port to store messages. Those queues must minimize re-
quired memory size and must permit fast access to store/retrieve data.

5.1 Message Reception

The recv primitive used in pCoR, executed concurrently by an arbitrary num-
ber of threads, searches for messages according to certain attributes: originator
6 It’s common to connect cluster nodes to both Ethernet and Myrinet switches.
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Fig. 2. Data structures for message reception

process, originator thread and message tag. As we use an only receive queue per
process the destination thread identifier is also automatically included to search
for a specific message.

A tuple <source process, src. thread, target thread, tag> is used
to calculate a hash index to access a vector of pointers to message control blocks.
The message control blocks are stored in a fixed size array which means that
a limited number of messages can be pending for reception. Collisions resulting
from the application of the hash function and messages addressed to the same
thread from the same origin and with the same tag are managed as a linked list
of message control blocks as shown in figure 2.

Message control blocks contain message attributes, a pointer to the message
data, sequencing information and fragmentation status. For fragment tracking
32 bits are used – 1 bit for each fragment – supporting messages up to 2095872
bytes7.

5.2 Message Sending

The send primitive enqueues messages for future dispatch whereas the dispatcher
thread dequeues those messages for sending over GM. Because message dispatch-
ing uses FIFO order, at first sight we might think that a simple queue would be
adequate to hold pending messages. However, since segmentation and retrans-
mission are provided, the dispatcher needs some mechanism to access a specific
message. Actually, segmentation requires the ability to dequeue single message
fragments whereas delivery acknowledgment events from GM layer, handled by
the dispatcher, require the ability to set message status for a specific message.

For short, data structures for message sending will be analogous to those used
for message reception, but it is necessary to have a dequeue operation performing
according to FIFO.
7 Maximum message size results from (64k − (fragmentheadersize)) ∗ 32.
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Fig. 3. Round-Trip and Throughput in pCoR

6 pCoR Raw Performance

Although pCoR provides high-level abstractions, like remote thread creation and
definition of complex organizers, it is important to evaluate the raw performance
obtained when transferring data between threads.

The results we present were obtained using a simple benchmark program
that engages on communication two pCoR tasks (threads) executing on different
machines. We used two dual PIII 733MHz workstations, connected by Myrinet
(LANai9 64bits/66MHz interfaces), running Linux RedHat 7.2 (kernel 2.4.7-
10smp). The tests were performed with no additional load at each workstation.

Figure 3 presents round-trip times and one-way throughput for messages from
1byte to 16kbytes. Values for the GM low-level interface performance (host-to-
host communication) are also presented to better understand the overhead of
thread-to-thread communication. The experiments took into account the two
mechanisms GM provides to receive events - polling and blocking receives8.

It is important to note the impact of message dispatching9. For each message
exchange, the pCoR runtime system must wake up two blocked threads; the
dispatcher must signal the message arrival to a specific thread. Using some simple
POSIX threads tests, we evaluated the overhead of waking up a thread blocked
on a condition variable (using linuxthreads-0.9, libc-2.2.4). We concluded that
this overhead exceeds 35µs. This explains round-trip times obtained in pCoR;
a message exchange in pCoR incurs in a 70µs penalty due to thread wake up.

It is also important to note the result of using blocking primitives to interface
the GM library. Although the use of blocking primitives has the advantage of
freeing the processor for useful computation, message reception incurs in a 15µs
penalty (30µs for a message exchange) due to interrupt dispatching.

8 In the charts legends blk and nblk stands for blocking and non-blocking.
9 Legend items order correspond to the placement of chart curves; the top curve

corresponds to the first legend item and vice-versa.
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Throughput tests showed that GM guarantees 120Mbytes/s10 using non-
blocking primitives (polling). The use of GM blocking primitives produces poor
and unpredictable results. pCoR can achieve almost the same throughput as
GM for messages longer than 4kbytes and the use of blocking primitives did not
produce the same negative impact that we noticed when using GM directly.

Surprising results were obtained when we decided to test the pCoR non-zero-
copy communication primitives11. For data residing on non-DMAble memory,
pCoR must allocate a memory block and perform a data copy. In spite of this
overhead, pCoR outperforms the throughput obtained in GM host-to-host tests
using blocking primitives.

We conclude that GM blocking primitives can behave nicely when several
threads share the same processor.

7 Case Study

To emphasize the importance of thread-to-thread communication we present an
application intended to manage (display) huge maps. Those maps are composed
of several 640x480 pixel JPEG images.

In our case study we used a 9600x9600 pixel map consisting of a 15x20 matrix
of JPEG images. The main objective is the visualization of arbitrarily large map
regions. Regions larger than the window size require the images to be scaled
down.

The architecture we propose to manage this kind of maps takes into account
the following requisites: high computing power to scale down images, large hard
disk capacity to store images and high I/O bandwidth to load JPEG images
from disk.

7.1 Multithreading

Assuming we have an SMP machine with enough resources to handle those huge
maps a multithreaded solution can be developed to accelerate the decompression
of JPEG images and the reduction of image bitmaps.

Figure 4 shows two C++ classes used to model a simple multithreaded solu-
tion. An object imgViewer is used to display a map region, according to a spec-
ified window size, after creating the corresponding bitmap. The bitmap is cre-
ated using an object imgLoader which creates a thread to execute the method
startFragLoad. The imgViewer calls the method startFragLoad from class
imgLoader for each JPEG image required to create the final bitmap.

To display a 9600x9600 pixel map region, for instance, 300 threads will be
created to load the corresponding JPEG images and to scale them down. Using
a 600x600 window to display the final bitmap, each thread will scale down 16
10 Our Myrinet configuration would reach 1.28Gbits/s, due to switch constraints, but

the workstations PCI bus cannot guarantee such performance.
11 In the legend of the throughput graph blk+copy stands for blocking with buffer

copy.
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Fig. 4. Object model for multithread loading of huge maps

times an original 640x480 JPEG image in order to produce a 40x30 bitmap frag-
ment. The object imgViewer is responsible for bitmap fragment reassembling.

7.2 Scalable Multithreading

Assuming we have a cluster with enough disk space at each computing node it
is possible to spread all the JPEG images across all the nodes. Thus we will
overcome disk capacity limitations and each node will be able to produce local
results, without requesting images from a centralized server, taking advantage
from cluster nodes computing power and local I/O bandwidth. Of course we will
need some mechanism to discover which node holds a specific image, but it can
be done using a simple hash function.

Figure 4 depicts imgDaemon object instances corresponding to daemons run-
ning on each cluster node to load and transform images according to requests
received from a remote imgLoader. The imgLoader used in our cluster environ-
ment requests bitmap fragments from remote cluster nodes instead of loading it
directly from disk.

The imgLoader class is in fact a virtual class used to derive two classes:

1. imgTLoader – multithreaded loader to use in a single SMP machine;
2. imgCLoader – multithreaded broker to use in a cluster.

Note that the development of the multithreaded solution to use in a cluster
environment, assuming we had already developed a solution to use in a single
SMP machine, was a trivial task:

– a virtual class imgLoader was introduced to permit the use of the same
imgViewer object;
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Table 1. Hardware specifications

Specifications SMP server cluster node

Processor 4x Xeon 700MHz 2x PIII 733MHz

Memory 1Gbyte 512Mbytes

Hard Disk Ultra SCSI 160 UDMA 66

Network LANai9 Myrinet, 64bits/66MHz

– a new class imgCLoader was derived to handle requests and to receive data
from remote threads;

– the code from class imgTLoader responsible for JPEG image loading and
scaling down is placed in a daemon program (object imgDaemon) to execute
at each cluster node.

This approach can be used to scale many multithreaded applications primar-
ily developed to use in a single SMP machine.

7.3 Performance Evaluation

Performance evaluation was undertaken using a four node Myrinet cluster and
an SMP server connected to cluster nodes, all running Linux. Table 1 summarises
hardware specifications for our test bed.

Figure 5 presents computation times required to display 7 different map re-
gions using a 600x600 window. The left side of the figure shows 7 map regions
consisting of 2 to 300 JPEG images. Those regions, marked from 1 to 7, corre-
spond respectively to 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, 1:5, 1:8, 1:10 and 1:16 scaling factors. The
right side of the figure presents the results obtained using:
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– a single 4-processor SMP machine (an imgTLoader object instance is used
by the application) identified as 4p;

– 1 to 4 cluster nodes (an imgCLoader object instance is used by the applica-
tion) identified as 1x2p, 2x2p, 3x2p and 4x2p.

It is important to point out that the results obtained using the cluster solu-
tion based on 2 nodes (4 processors) supersede the results from the multithreaded
solution based on a 4-processor SMP server. The main cause is the higher band-
width available to load JPEG images from disk.

It is also important to emphasize the results obtained using the cluster so-
lution based on 4 nodes (8 processors). As expected better performance was
achieved for the majority of region maps tested, but it was not possible to out-
perform the result achieved with 3 cluster nodes for 9600x9600 region maps. That
happens because the object imgCLoader, executing 300 threads to receive results
from cluster nodes, is not fast enough to process incoming messages because of
thread contention accessing communication library.

8 Conclusions

Using the current pCoR implementation it is possible to achieve communication
between threads residing on any node of a cluster.

Thread scheduling is still a high CPU consuming task, particularly when
using Linux Threads. Port virtualisation is consequently somewhat inefficient.
Nevertheless, we do believe that it is convenient to program multithreading so-
lutions to run in a cluster environment using Linux kernel threads because they
can take full advantage of multiprocessor systems and I/O can easily overlap
computation.

For applications demanding a high level of parallelism it is possible to develop
traditional multithreaded solutions (to use in a single SMP machine). Consid-
ering that in most cases data sharing among threads is not a high requisite,
because data can be easily spread among computational entities, it is possible to
implement thread synchronization using messages. For those applications pCoR
provides support for scalable multithreading.
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